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134 Black (180o)

162 Transparent (210o)

134 Mahogany (180o)

134 Walnut (180o)

134 Pine light (180o)

162 Mahogany (210o)

162 Rosewood (210o)

162 Wengé (210o)

813 White (160o)

813 Ash (160o)

813 Beech (160o)

813 Oak (160o)

813 Knot (160o)

813 Pine (160o)

Thermelt colours



Knot filler

If you have trouble repairing wood damages such as knots, scratches, wind

lines etc. here is the solution. The product that can help you is the Thermelt

Knot filler which is of polyamide base. It is especially developed for wood

fillings because the wood and the filler works together.

Thermelt Knot filler is suitable for all wood sorts, soft or hard, light or dark as

it is available in many colours and 3 hardnesses. The type and colour

depends on the wood sort and which treatment the wood will receive later.

We currently have 14 various colours/types that are all suitable for segments

such as furniture, parquet, windows/doors and also for difficult repairs on

edges and corners.

The 813 + 134 series are both flexible and can be cut with a chisel. This

makes it easy to use in all types of productions as you do not need a big

sanding machine to finish the repair.

The 162 series is hard and mostly used within the flooring industry due to its

resistance towards pressure from spiked heels and general wear and tear

etc.

Especially good for:

– Windows/doors

– Furniture

– Glued wood

– Parquet floors

– Formwork

– Difficult repairs such as edges and corners

Apply the filler with 

a knot filler gun

Very short cooling timePlace a cooling iron 

on the repair area 

After cooling Remove the surplus 

filler with a chisel

The repair is ready for 

sanding / treatment

Damaged knot Repaired knot

See the Knot filler video at 

www.boeghconsult.dk

How to do

Green  
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Important info

Always upright position Never lay a warm gun on the side
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The knot filler is packed in air tight bags containing 10 sticks. 

The bag must be sealed very well after use.


